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Bonq DAO

Bonq is a non-custodial, decentralized and over-collateralized lending platform 
that solves four critical problems for projects and protocols that have a token:

● Allows them to borrow against their own tokens at zero interest rate
● Creates deep liquidity solution without the need to incentivize or pay the other 

side of the liquidity pool
● Offers sustainable yields to their community members holding tokens in a 

safe and secure environment
● Allows treasuries to de-risk and create a smart capital allocation 



How does it work?

Users can access the liquidity of their own digital assets by locking them up in a 
trove, which is a smart contract controlled only by the users, and mint a low 
volatility payment coin BEUR, pegged to the Euro.

Fees: minting and redeeming but not repaying. 

Risks: Trove Liquidation and market volatility. 



Properties of BEUR

● Tradable and exchangeable - Anyone can buy or sell them, whether they 
have an open Trove or not

● Fully redeemable - Users can always swap 1 BEUR for 1 EUR worth of 
collateral (minus fees) directly on the Bonq platform. This will create a floor for 
BEUR price 

● Mintable - Users mint BEUR in their trove smart contracts 
● Burnable - BEUR tokens are burned when used to repay a Trove’s debt



Bonq

Credit: https://blog.allianceblock.io/abfundrs-getting-to-know-bonq-f470b4e4bb3b



Oracles in Ethereum ecosystem: Chainlink 

Oracles provide a way for the decentralized Web3 ecosystem to access existing data sources, legacy systems, and advanced computations

Credit: chainlink.com



Oracles: Centralized V/s Decentralized

Credit: chainlink.com



Oracles: Centralized V/s Decentralized

Credit: chainlink.com



The Tellor system

Tellor solves the problem by aligning the incentives of data reporters, data 
consumers, and Tellor token holders. 

In brief, anyone can deposit a stake and report data. For a period of time, anyone 
can pay a dispute fee to challenge any piece of data. 

Tellor stakeholders vote to determine the outcome of the dispute. 

If the data reporter loses the dispute, the reporter's stake goes to the disputing 
party. This creates a system where bad actors are punished and good actors are 
rewarded.



Tellor System: Caveats

Credit: tellor.io



The exploit



The Attack

1. Bonq Dao uses Tellor as an oracle. 
2. Tokens involved in attack:

Why ALBT? The most liquid token on Bonq

bonq

BEUR ALBT



The Attack



Post-mortem 

Source: BonQ DAO analysis



Post-mortem 

Credit: Peckshield



Post-mortem 

Credit: Peckshield



Post-mortem 

Credit: Peckshield



Impact



Impact

Total damage done: 113.8M #WALBT and 98M #BEUR but not all made it out.

The remaining balance of BEUR in the attacker account 
has zero value, as there’s no more liquidity to trade it.



Actions-Taken:



Mitigations and Best Practices

● Use oracles such as Chainlink that provide price 
update via whitelisted node operators. 

● When using a project like Tellor, ensure that the 
best practices are followed.  

● A single person (the CTO) was named as 
responsible for development and testing - use 
professional auditing services!

● Large projects should think twice before 
partnering with lesser known 3rd party projects. 



Mitigations and Best Practices

● The protocol using oracle as price feeds must have a time difference in order 
for the price to be checked and verified before being utilized, and it cannot 
significantly rely on changes made in the oracle instantly.

● Uniswap V2 introduces a TWAP (Time Weighted Average Price) oracle for 
use by on-chain developers which is highly resistant to oracle manipulation 
attacks.

● Protocols need to add security layers, using at least two oracles to verify the 
price. This would mitigate the hack and ensure proper checks on critical 
functions and variables that are publicly accessible.



Tutorial: Liquidator

● Actual price of TokenX = 1 TokenUSD  
● Manipulate price of TokenX by feeding off-chain price
● Exchange 1 TokenX to 10000 TokenUSD and drain the Liquidator

Price Feed Oracle



Tutorial: Liquidator

● Use the SimpleTellor oracle to 
manipulate price of TokenX



Tutorial: Liquidator

Set price feed oracle to 
SimpleTellor

Calls getCurrentValue 
of price feed oracle



Tutorial: Liquidator
SimpleTellor oracle

● Get the current price feed using 
queryId



Thank You


